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ABSTRACT
Extracting minutiae from a digital fingerprint is a crucial step in a fingerprint-based recognition systems. This work

deals with poor-quality fingerprint images containing broken ridges. The enhancement stage connects broken ridges and

is essential for extracting correct minutiae. We use a FFT variant [8] for this stage, but, to truly benefit from FFT in

a block, it is essential to determine a suitable block size, depending on ridges orientation field. We propose to use a

quadtree to partition the ridges orientation field into homogeneous blocks. A block is homogeneous when at least seventy

percent of its ridges orientations are within ten degrees. Another issue addressed in this article is the choice of a suitable

neighborhood window size W for computing orientation field image, depending on the fingerprint image quality. The

performance improvements of our algorithm are evaluated and compared with standard measures MSE, PSNR and GI, on

databases DB1 to DB4 of FVC2004 and NIST special database SD302d.

Keywords: Minutiae, fingerprint enhancement, orientation field, quadtree decomposition, FFT.

1 Introduction
Fingerprints are unique to each person and each finger has

its own unique fingerprint. The probability for two people

to share the same fingerprints is infinitesimal. Fingerprints

recognition and verification tend to become the most used

in biometric systems, and is one of the challenging Pattern

Recognition problems.

Fingerprint recognition is generally composed of four

stages. The first stage is the acquisition of the fingerprint

grayscale image.

The second is the pre-processing that includes enhance-

ment, binarization and thinning of the fingerprint. The en-

hancement is used for two main reasons: 1- to connect bro-

ken ridges of fingerprint, and 2- to eliminate noise between

ridges [1].

The third stage extracts features from the thinned im-

age. In most of fingerprint recognition systems, this stage

is based on minutiae features [2]. There are two types of

minutiae: starting or ending points of a ridge, and bifurca-

tion points shared by three incident ridges (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Fingerprint image

A minimum number of matching pairs of minutiae is

required to declare that two fingerprints are from the same

person. Some countries legally require at least 12 minutiae

matches. Other countries such as Italy even have higher

standards and require 16 to 17 minutiae matches [13].

The fourth stage matches minutiae for identification and

verification.

In an ideal acquisition of a fingerprint, it is easy to de-

tect minutiae by following the detected ridge lines to their

ending and bifurcation points. But, in practice, the finger-

print can be corrupted and several relevant information may

not appear due to multiple reasons, like the non-cooperative

behaviour of the individual when harvest the sample, the

poor performance of the scanning device, or user’ dry hands

[4]. Fingerprint image enhancement is an essential pre-

processing stage for avoiding the feature extraction stage to

detect wrong minutiae features, therefore this stage is crit-

ical for fingerprint recognition systems, and especially for

reducing false rejection rates [3].

AFIS (Automatic Fingerprint Identification Systems)

perform most operations: segmentation and estimation of

orientation field, at block level. Thus, it is important to

choose a suitable block size for optimal extraction of fea-

tures in fingerprint images. A too large block size tends to

generate misinformation and to increase the number of in-

formation irrelevant for the pattern, while a too small block

size causes failures in connecting broken ridges for finger-

print images with poor quality. Several approaches [5, 6, 7]

have been proposed in the literature to choose a suitable

block size. In many articles including [5, 6, 7], the ridges
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orientation field is partitioned into blocks with an initial

block size (with article-dependent value), then some homo-

geneity criteria is evaluated: if the block is not homoge-

neous enough, then the local orientation field in this region

is re-computed at a lower resolution, with a smaller block

size until the consistency level fulfils the criteria. The ho-

mogeneity criterium is article-dependent. The initial block

sizes and thresholds are determined empirically by trial and

errors, depending on fingerprint images. In [5, 6], the block

size is the same for the whole image. In [9], the block size

depends on the inter-ridge distance, which is non constant

in the fingerprint.

Shalash et al. [6] present a simple and fast modification

for enhancement, based on the usage of Gabor filters tech-

nique. The ridge frequency of fingerprint images is quickly

estimated and then used to choose the block size for com-

puting the block orientation field of the current region of

the fingerprint. This block size is also used as an input pa-

rameter for the Gabor filter: the latter inputs a frequency

bandwidth and the orientation field.

Tahmasebi et al. [7] estimate the ridge frequency for

each block of the image. In order to reduce the compu-

tational cost, the average ridge distance is computed once

for the whole input image with a constant initial block size.

For each region, in order to compute a correct average inter-

ridge distance value, a search is done on all directions and

blocks of the region, to find the block and the direction with

the least variance in direction, which determines a clear

foreground area. Based on the corresponding blocks, an

averaging summation of directions is performed along the

ridge-dominant direction, to find ridge starting and ending

points. The mean of the obtained inter-ridge distances is

then assigned as the average ridge distance of the image.

For each block of the region, its (at most nine) adjacent

blocks in the region are selected for the next stage: the aver-

age inter-ridge distance of the image is the main parameter

used to determine the block size and the filter mask size,

valid for all the image. Knowing the size of the mask, other

proposed filter parameters can be determined. The image is

then enhanced using the directional filtering method.

We propose an algorithm which decomposes the im-

age fingerprint according to its orientation field, using a

quadtree. The main idea is to split the studied block un-

til some orientation homogeneity threshold is reached: we

consider that a block is homogeneous when at least seventy

percent of its ridges orientation values are within ten de-

grees. An advantage of our approach is that few parameters

are needed to compute the best decomposition block size.

The image enhancement algorithm is mainly aimed at

connecting broken edges, removing noise between ridges

and enhancing the contrast of ridges and valleys. Histogram

equalization, FFT-based transform, and Gabor filter-based

methods are the three ways for image enhancement. It has

been found that Gabor filter-based method is computation-

ally expensive [1].

We use a variant of Fast Fourier Transform (as [8]) to

enhance generated blocks of the fingerprint image. Our al-

gorithm connects more broken ridges (Fig. 7) and achieves

a better goodness index (Tab. 6) than previous ones.

Plane. Section 2 describes steps of the proposed algo-

rithm, Section 3 the computation of the orientation field,

Section 4 the decomposition into homogeneous blocks,

Section 5 the features extraction and post-processing, Sec-

tion 6 implementations, results and comparisons. Section 7

concludes.

2 The proposed algorithm
Following Neethu et al. [8], we enhance fingerprint using

FFT × | FFT |k filter. FFT on a block allows reconnec-

tion of broken ridges. In [8], the image decomposition is

done by choosing an apriori block size. However, recon-

nection fails when a too small block size is chosen to en-

hance a fingerprint image of bad quality. In our approach,

a suitable block size is chosen by the algorithm, according

to the ridge orientation field. We use a quadtree to recur-

sively subdivide the orientation field of the fingerprint: its

leaves represent homogeneous blocks. A block is homege-

neous when at least seventy percent of its ridge orientations

are within a ten degrees angle. The different steps of our

method are given below.

1- The fingerprint image is cropped so that its width and

height are multiple of W . Then histogram equalization is

performed.

2- The orientation field is estimated, on the whole im-

age, using a gradient-based method [9]. The main steps of

process are shown in section 3.

3. The fingerprint image is recursively decomposed into

homogeneous blocks, using a quadtree. See section 4. Each

homogeneous block corresponds to a quadtree leave and is

suitable for enhancement.

4- Fast Fourier Transform of each homogeneous block

is computed. The magnitude of the FFT is taken and raised

to some real value k. This is then multiplied by the original

FFT. To compute the new enhanced block in the frequency

domain, the inverse Fourier transform is then computed as

follows (1):

P(x,y) = FFT (−1)[FFT (I(x,y)) × | FFT (I(x,y)) |k] (1)

where I(x,y) is the grayscale value in the fingerprint block

and P(x,y) the grayscale value in the enhanced block. k
is an experimentally determined constant. We tried sev-

eral values for k between 0.45 and 0.70, and finally chose

k= 0.45 as [16]. Figure 3 shows that this FFT variant gives

more accurate results than the standard FFT (with k = 1),

and the stability of thinning and enhancement results for

k ∈ [0.45,0.55]. After performing the FFT, the following

steps are carried out on the current block:

- smoothening using a Gaussian filter.

- adjusting contrast using a Butterworth filter.

5- Binarizing the whole enhanced image P. According

to [10], adaptive thresholding technique is better than global

thresholding. An adaptive thresholding is used to binarize

the enhanced image P [11]. We compute a locally adaptive

threshold for binarization. The choice of the threshold is

based on the local mean intensity (first-order statistics) in

the neighborhood of each pixel. In our case, the neighbor-

hood size used to compute local statistic around each pixel

is equal to 3: the threshold is calculated using the local me-

dian in the neighborhood.
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Figure 2: a-Original fingerprint image 103_1 of DB1 FVC2004, -b- Image after histogram equalization, -c- Decom-

position of the image according to the orientation field, -d- Output after processing FFT × | FFT |k with k=0.45, and

applying a gaussian filter for smoothing, -e-Output after Butterworth filtering and binarizing with adaptive thresholding,

-f- Thinned fingerprint, -g- Output with detected minutiae, -h- Boundary of the original image, (the process is shown in

section 5.1), -i- Detected minutia after post-processing, Number of bifurcation minutia (in red triangles): 23. Number of

end minutia (in blue squares): 19.

Figure 3: a-Original fingerprint image 103_1 of DB1 FVC2004,after histogram equalization, -b- Thinned fingerprint

output after processing FFT × | FFT |k with k=0.30, -c- with k=0.45, -d- with k=0.55, -e- with k=0.85, -f- with k=1.

6- The final image enhancement step typically per-

formed before extracting minutiae is thinning. Thinning is

normally only applied to binary images, and produces an-

other binary image as output. Thinning is a morphological

operation that successively erodes away the foreground pix-

els until they are one pixel wide. This skeleton image is then
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used in the minutiae extraction [15]. A number of methods

have been proposed for correct thinning of a fingerprint im-

age [16]. We use Lam et al. algorithm [12] for thinning the

binarized image. Fig. 3 shows the result at the thining phase

for a variation of k value for the calculation of the FFT.

7- Minutiae of thinned image are extracted, see section

5. A post-processing is done to remove false minutiae, see

section 5.1 and 5.2.

This enhancement process connects broken ridges and

removes wrong connections. Figure 2 shows the result of

the fingerprint enhancement by our method. The fingerprint

image of Figure 2 is of good quality and as expected, the re-

sult of our method is as good as that of the reference method

[8]. When the quality of the fingerprint image is poor, like

in the 103_6 image of DB1 FVC2004 (Figures 10 and 11),

our approach gives better results than the reference method

[8].

3 Orientation field estimation
W is the neighborhood size used to compute the orientation

field image θ . In our approach, W depends on the image

quality. The poorer the image quality, the larger W . W
values typically varies between 8 and 16. The user speci-

fies quality of the fingerprint image: Bad (W=16), Average

(W=12), or Good (W=8). A future work can be the compu-

tation of the quality of the fingerprint image.

The ridge orientation field is represented with a matrix

or image, θ : in our implementation θ(i, j) is an orientation

angle in [0,2π). The orientation θ(i, j) at pixel (i, j) is com-

puted only for pixels (i, j) such that W/2 = i modW and

W/2 = j modW . Such pixels are called θ -pixels. θ(i, j)
depends on (W +1)2 grayscale pixels values I(i+u, j+ v)
where u ∈ [−W/2,W/2] and v ∈ [−W/2,W/2], and I is

the fingerprint image after aqualization. θ(i, j) represents

the orientation in the (W + 1) by (W + 1) square window

(i+ [−W/2,W/2], j+ [−W/2,W/2]). A terminal block,

i.e., a leave in the quadtree, typically contains many θ -

pixels. θ(i, j) at θ -pixel (i, j) is computed with a gradient-

based method [9].

Most of the gradient-based methods [9] rely on the fol-

lowing idea:

1) Calculate the horizontal and vertical Gradients

Gx(i, j) and Gy(i, j) image at each pixel P(i, j). Many

methods are known: Prewitt, Sobel, Laplacian of Gaussian,

Canny, Sobel, Roberts, Fuzzy logic approaches. Sobel fil-

ter is sufficient for fingerprint images, and uses convolution:

Gx =Mx⊗P, Gy =MT
x ⊗P [9], where the convolution mask

Mx, independent of W , is:

Mx =

⎛
⎝

1 0 −1

2 0 −2

1 0 −1

⎞
⎠

2) Estimate the local orientation field θ at each θ -pixel (i, j)
using the window (i+[−W/2,W/2], j+[−W/2,W/2]) us-

ing following equations:

Vx(i, j) = ∑W/2

u=−W/2 ∑W/2

v=−W/2
2Gx(i + u, j + v)Gy(i +

u, j+ v)
Vy(i, j) = ∑W/2

u=−W/2 ∑W/2

v=−W/2
(Gx

2(i+u, j+v)−Gy
2(i+

u, j+ v))

σ(i, j) = 1/2arctan(Vx(i, j)/Vy(i, j))
θ(i, j) = σ(i, j)+ kπ where:

k =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1
2 σ(i, j)< 0∧Vx(i, j)< 0

1 σ(i, j)< 0∧Vx(i, j)≥ 0
1
2 σ(i, j)≥ 0∧Vx(i, j)> 0

0 σ(i, j)≥ 0∧Vx(i, j)≤ 0

Two orientations θ1 and θ2 are close if their angle is

smaller than or equal to 10 degrees.

Figure 5: Decision tree of the proposed method of en-

hancement, the threshold after several tries that we use is

70% of the total number of orientation fields in the block Ii.

4 Decomposition process for en-
hancement

To compute suitable block size [8], we propose to decom-

pose the orientation field with a quadtree. The flowchart or a

decision tree is illustrated in Figure 5. The quadtree permits

to recursively subdivide the fingerprint image and its orien-

tation field into homogeneous regions, i.e., regions where

the relative similarity rate SR (defined below) is greater than

70%. SR is computed as follows. An example of decompo-

sition is shown in figure 4.

For each θ -pixel (I,J) inside the studied block, com-

pute B(I,J), the set of θ -pixels (i, j) inside the block such

that the angle between θ(I,J) and θ(i, j) is smaller than 10

degrees.

The absolute similarity rate ASR of the block is the car-

dinal of its biggest B(I,J) set: ASR=maxI,J | B(I,J) |. The

relative similarity rate SR of the block is the ratio of SR
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Figure 4: Orientation fields of a fingerprint image (109-5 DB1 FVC2004) after histogram equalization with W=10. -a-

orientations in an homogeneous block -b- original image in the block

Figure 6: -a- Decomposition of the orientation field into homogeneous blocks -b- superposition with the treated image

(107-6 DB1 FVC2004) -c- results after FFT process -d- results after binarization

and of the total number of θ -pixels inside the block. At this

stage, ridge pixels are still undetermined. They will be after

the binarization step (6).

A block is homogeneous, i.e., it contains close orienta-

tions, when its SR is greater or equal to 0.7 (seventy per-

cent). A homogeneous block is suitable for FFT and it is no

more subdivided: it gives a leave in the quadtree. When a

block is not homogeneous, it is subdivided into four blocks

with equal sizes (up to 1 for odd lengths and widths), in or-

der to benefit from the FFT× | FFT |k filter. An example

is shown in figure 6.

5 Extracting minutiae and post pro-
cessing

Once the thinned binary image is calculated, minutiae ex-

traction process is limited to a simple scan of the thinned

image to verify the crossing number associated to each

ridge pixel (black pixels). The crossing number associated

with pixel P(i, j), noted CN(P), is defined by using the eight

neighbor pixels as in (2).

CN(P) = 1/2
8

∑
i=1

| Pi−Pi+1 | where P9 = P1 (2)

Figure 7: Order of Scan Around pixel P. For convenience,

P9 = P1.

where Pi are the pixel value in the neighborhood of P.

See Figure 7. A first post-processing removes border end

minutiae and minutiae in missing parts (section 5.1), and a

second one removes false bridge minutiae (section 5.2).

A starting or ending minutiae is a black pixel with cross-

ing number 1, and a bifurcation minutiae a black pixel with

crossing number 3. Most of black pixels in the thinned im-

age are generic ridges pixels, i.e., their crossing number is

2.

5.1 Removal of border end minutiae and
minutia of hidden areas

To remove border minutiae, we apply a morphological clos-

ing (or closure) on the complete fingerprint image, and

then compute boundaries. That permits to detect fingerprint

boundaries, areas with missing parts, and then to remove

border minutiae and minutiae inside missing parts. Alter-
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Figure 8: Removing border minutiae and minutia in missing parts.

natively, Shahida Jabeen et al [14], and others, remove bor-

der minutiae with the Plus Rule algorithm. But our method

eliminates at the same time both border minutiae and minu-

tiae in missing parts. Figure 8 shows the obtained result for

image 105_1 in DB1 FVC2004.

5.2 Elimination of false bridge minutiae
False bridge minutiae are false bifurcations generated when

two close and parallel ridges are connected, causing a

bridge to appear, while there is no real connection between

these two ridges. This connection is caused by the poor

quality of the digital fingerprint image, and occurs during

the binarization stage of the image. To eliminate false bi-

furcations minutiae of the bridge, the following steps are

implemented. For each candidate bifurcation point C of the

thinned binary image S (S for skeleton):

1- Clip the thinned binary image with a W ×W window

w centered on C.

2- Compute the black connected component of C inside

w, using 8-neighborhood and classical Union Find method

[17].

3- If a bifurcation of any traversed branch is detected

on w boundary, eliminate that bifurcation and the candidate

bifurcation C which occurred due to bridge.

Figure 9 shows an example of the process in removal of

false bridge minutiae.

6 Implementation, Results and Dis-
cussions

Our program is implemented in Matlab (1200 lines), which

provides many facilities for image analysis. Treated im-

ages are taken from the fingerprint database FVC2004,

FVC2002 and NIST Special database SD302-d [20]. They

are typically 640× 480 size for images of DB1 FVC2004,

grayscale (256 levels). Minutiae features of a fingerprint

image are extracted in some seconds (less than the time

needed for fingerprint acquisition). This treatment is done

once and for all for each fingerprint. Minutiae matching

methods (and thus their running-time) are not modified by

this treatment. When the quality of the fingerprint image

is poor, like in the 103_6 image of DB1 FVC2004 (Figure

10, and 11), our approach gives better results than the refer-

ence method [8] which uses a fixed initial size block for de-

composition. Figures 10 and 11 highlight image parts (sur-

rounded with blue rectangles) where our approach correctly

connects broken ridges and where the reference method [8]

fails. We observe in Table 1 that with the reference method

[8], when the block size for decomposition decreases, the

number of false end minutia increases. When the block

size increases, the number of false bifurcation minutia in-

creases. That is why our approach is better than the refer-

ence method [8]. Table 2 shows the number of Minutiae

bifurcations and ridge ends of ten images chosen in DB1-

FVC2004, computed with our approach and approach of

[8], where the ten images are of poor quality. Table 3 shows

a comparison between our approach and Ali et al. approach

of four images that were chosen by [17] in DB1-FVC2002,

who also used FFT for the enhancement stage.

6.1 Standards measurement PSNR and MSE

We use standard measures PSNR and MSE to compare the

binary image of the skeleton of the thinned fingerprint of

our approach, with the one of the reference method [8].

MSE(X , Y ), defined in (3), is the mean squared error be-

tween binary images X and Y . MSE is needed to define

PSNR (4). PSNR is the peak signal-to-noise ratio between

two images. PSNR is often used as a quality measure be-

tween an original and a reconstructed image. The higher the

PSNR, and the better the reconstructed image. The lower

the MSE, the higher the PSNR.

MSE(x,y) =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

(xi− yi)2 (3)

MSE(X ,Y ) =
1

N ∑
i

∑
j
(Xi, j−Yi, j)2 (4)

PSNR(X ,Y ) = 10 log10

L2

MSE(X ,Y )
(5)

where N is the total number of pixels in the input image and

L is the number of gray levels, here L = 2. Table 4 shows

PSNR and MSE measures between on one hand the result-

ing images obtained with our approach, and on second hand

the reference method [8] DB1 FVC2004 with block size=4
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Figure 9: Removing false bridge minutiae on 103_1 image DB1 FVC2004 -a- Number of bifurcation minutia (in red
triangles): 27. Number of end minutia (in blue squares): 22-b- Number of bifurcation minutia (in red triangles ): 21.

Number of end minutia (in blue squares): 22.

Figure 10: -a-original image -b- thinned part of fingerprint with our approach -c- thinned part of fingerprint with

FFT×|FFT|k filter and block size=2.

Figure 11: -a- original image 103_6 of DB1 FVC2004, -b- extracted minutia with the proposed approach before post

processing, -c- extracted minutia with the reference method [8] and block size=4, -d- extracted minutia with the reference

method [8] with block size=16.

(d) and block size=16 (e), for fingerprint image 103_6 used

in figure 11. Our PSNR is close to 15.

6.2 Comparison using AER and GI

We tested our approach on DB1 to DB4 database of

FVC2004 and on NIST special database SD302d [20]. We

choose 100 fingerprints randomly from these datasets.
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Table 1: Minutia extraction Comparison of figure 8 with the proposed method and with a fixed block size (image 103_6

of DB1 FVC2004).

Image Bifurcation Ridge end

-b- proposed approach 44 84

-c-[8] with block size=4 89 230

-d-[8] with block size=16 105 144

Table 2: Comparison of minutia extraction of 10 fingerprints of FVC 2004images with the proposed method and with a

fixed block size (bs)(The ten images are of poor quality).

Image Approach Bifurcation Ridge

end

Image1 DB1−103_7

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

49

110

112

54

186

71

Image2 DB1−102_7

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

64

107

136

72

100

84

Image3 DB1−101_7

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

66

112

116

64

93

92

Image4 DB1−104_2

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

71

135

87

35

91

66

Image5 DB1−105_1

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

23

100

45

29

164

70

Image6 DB1−107_2

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

34

54

54

23

172

79

Image7 DB1−107_7

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

62

282

92

67

266

133

Image8 DB1−108_7

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

154

322

323

85

158

102

Image9 DB1−109_6

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

72

127

128

85

158

102

Image10 DB1−110_6

proposed approach

[8] with bs=4

[8] with bs=16

97

166

151

80

297

188

Table 3: Comparison of minutia extraction of fingerprint image DB1 FVC 2002 with the proposed method and approach

of [17].

Images

Minutiae

Approach of [17] Proposed approach

Ridge

end

Bifurcation Total Ridge

end

Bifurcation Total

103_1 41 30 71 24 22 46

101_1 31 11 45 26 15 41

102_1 70 23 93 60 22 82

104_1 59 29 88 58 32 90

We compare minutiae points obtained from the finger- print image using a domain expert of the ground-truth to
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Table 4: Performance Metrics PSNR and MSE.

Thinned Image PSNR MSE

-b- Our approach
-c- [8] with block size=4 15,14 0.12

-d- [8] with block size=16 14,87 0.13

minutiae points extracted with our algorithm after post-

processing of the same fingerprint image. We define vari-

ables P, D, d, e, S, and T : P is the number of paired minu-

tiae points in the fingerprint image, D = d + e the num-

ber of missed minutiae points, d the number of dropped, e
the number of type exchanged minutiae points, S the num-

ber of spurious minutiae points, and T the total number

of true minutiae points. We compare the performance of

our fingerprint enhancement algorithm with Geevar’s [22]

and Anandha’s [21] by calculating the average error rates

(AER) of dropped (d/T ), type exchanged (e/T ), spurious

(S/T ) minutiae. Table 5 gives the result of this comparison.

We have obtained better results for the average error rates

(AER) of dropped minutiae than Geevar [22] and Anandha

[21], and better AER for exchanged minutiae than Geevar

[22]. Actually, for all possible comparisons, our approach

obtains better results.

We also measure the Goodness Index (GI) [18] of our

algorithm, from the true minutiae points obtained from the

fingerprint image using a domain expert and from the ex-

tracted minutiae points after processing our algorithm. The

goodness index is defined as:

GI =
P−D−S

T
(6)

where D = d+ e is the number of dropped and exchanged

minutiae. Performance comparison of our method was per-

formed with the standard MINDTCT minutiae extractor es-

tablished by National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) [19]. The GI values in Table 6 were measured, after

extracting minutia and post processing with our algorithm,

in comparison with minutia provided by MINDCT. The de-

termined GI value of the presented method range from 0.79

to 0.41. The average GI value is 0.61 which is better than

Geevar et al. [22] (0.43) who used Short-time Fourier trans-

form (STFT) and similar to Anandha et al. [21] who used

the Gabor filter for the enhancement stage.

7 Conclusion

The proposed approach enhances fingerprints relying on

orientation fields. The results and the comparison with pre-

vious methods [8, 17] show that more broken ridges are

connected, and less false minutiae are produced when fin-

gerprint image have a bad quality acquisition. An advan-

tage of our method is the low number of parameters (W ,

k = 0.45, and the homogeneity threshold 70%). Moreover,

they have an intuitive meaning. Future work can be the au-

tomatic computation of the fingerprint quality image, i.e.,
the automation of W computation. We can also mention the

computation of k value, though k = 0.45 (the value we use)

works fine, and changing k value has little impact on the

quality of the results. Another future work involves Deep

Learning with CNN for the enhancement process: the learn-

ing set is a set of fingerprint images, and their enhanced

fingerprint images, or their corresponding minutiae. Our

algorithm, and others, may produce such a learning set.

Table 5: Comparison of average error rate of dropped, spurious and exchanged type minutiae

Method Dropped

(d/T )

Exchanged Type

(e/T )

Spurious(S/T )

Proposed 0.0457 0.0698 0.2214

Geevar [22] 0.0967 0.1225 0.1322

Anandha [21] 0.0495 0.0534 0.2215

Table 6: GI value of the proposed algorithm.

Image T P d e S GI
DB1_B_103_1 37 37 0 4 6 0.73

DB1_B_101_2 38 37 1 4 11 0.55

DB2_B_101_1 30 27 3 2 8 0.46

DB2_B_106_3 27 25 2 2 8 0.48

DB3_B_105_2 37 36 1 2 6 0.72

DB3_B_101_3 43 41 2 3 2 0.79

DB4_B_103_5 53 48 5 3 16 0.45

DB4_B_110_3 39 37 2 2 17 0.41

SD302d_2313_M_Pain_01 22 21 1 2 3 0.68

SD302d_2317_M_Plain_02 21 21 0 2 4 0.71
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